
CHRISTIAN CORPORATION

The Andhra Pradesh State Christian (Minorities) Finance Corporation is a state agency of the Government of Andhra
Pradesh. It was set up in with.

Both companies said their ties to Olivet University and Pastor David Jang have no connection to advertising
practices or the malicious code. In the United States, religious corporations are subject to less rigorous state
and federal filing and reporting requirements than many other tax-exempt organizations, such as mutual
benefit nonprofit corporations , or public benefit nonprofit corporations. Traffic data from web analytics
service SimilarWeb shows that five CMC sites have purchased traffic from ad networks that specialize in
generating it using pop-up and pop-under windows opened on unsuspecting users, a tactic previously detailed
by BuzzFeed News. CMC and NMG did not reply to questions about what, if any, business ties exist between
the companies. The company did not reply when asked why it now blames overseas partners when it
previously pointed the finger at two employees. BuzzFeed News confirmed with multiple ad exchanges that ad
inventory for techtimes. None at all, and any claims otherwise are false and completely made up.
DoubleVerify identified the malicious code on a total of nine sites owned by CMC: christianpost. Of course,
NMG said the same about techtimes. The company initially denied engaging in ad fraud, but its subsequent
admission of the presence of malicious code further supported the findings of ad fraud investigation firm
Social Puncher , which were backed up by similar data from DoubleVerify and by reporting from BuzzFeed
News. Once the window is open, the traffic is first routed to a CMC domain such as c2. CMC and NMG both
previously funneled millions of dollars to Olivet as part of what the university has described as research and
development agreements. View Comments. His wife, Tracy Davis, is the president of Olivet University. This
appears to contradict a previous statement from NMG to the Wall Street Journal earlier this month that placed
the blame on two of its employees. Many sites that were once part of 33 Universal are still owned by NMG,
according to domain registration records. Buying and manipulating traffic Along with the code and ties to
Olivet and Jang, another similarity between CMC and NMG properties is the way they have been buying
traffic and manipulating it in ways that meet industry definitions for ad fraud. A BuzzFeed News story from
January revealed that several NMG websites were committing ad fraud by purchasing low-quality traffic from
ad networks and manipulating it to appear as if it was high-quality referral traffic. Got a confidential tip? In
and , NMG, under its previous corporate name, was itself listed as a trustee of Olivet. Religious corporation
articles need to have the standard tax exempt language the IRS requires. Submit it here. In the United States,
religious corporations are formed like all other nonprofit corporations by filing articles of incorporation with
the state. May Learn how and when to remove this template message A religious corporation is a type of
religious non-profit organization , which has been incorporated under the law. A source with knowledge of
one company emphasized that they are separate legal entities. Copy BuzzFeed The malicious code used by
Newsweek Media Group websites as part of an ad fraud scheme has been found on sites owned by Christian
Media Corporation, an online publisher that, just like NMG, has close ties to a controversial religious leader
and the university he founded. But the discovery of identical malicious code on CMC and NMG properties, as
well as similar ad fraud strategies, reveals that the similarities also extend to unique, and dubious, advertising
practices and technology. The code enables a publisher running it to earn revenue on ads that would otherwise
not meet industry standards for viewability.


